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Car navigation – computing routes that avoid complicated crossings
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Personalized navigation and way-finding are prominent research areas of location-
based service (LBSs). This includes innovative concepts for car navigation. Within this
paper, we investigate the idea of providing drivers a routing suggestion which avoids
‘complicated crossings’ in urban areas. Inexperienced drivers include persons who
have a driver’s license but, for whatever reason, feel uncomfortable to drive in a city
environment. Situations where the inexperienced driver has to depend on a navigation
device and reach a destination in an unfamiliar territory may be difficult. Preferences
of inexperienced drivers are investigated. ‘Fears’ include driving into ‘complicated
crossings’. Therefore, the definition and spatial characteristics of ‘complicated cross-
ings’ are investigated. We use OpenStreetMap as a road dataset for the routing
network. Based on the topological characteristics of the dataset, measured by the
number of nodes, we identify crossings that are ‘complicated’. The user can choose
to compute an alternative route that avoids these complicated crossings. This metho-
dology is one step in building a full ‘inexperienced drivers’ routing system, which
includes additional preferences from the user group, for example, as avoiding left turns
where no traffic light is present.

Keywords: location-based services (LBSs); routing; car navigation; way finding;
vehicle navigation

Introduction and background

Currently common, in-car navigation systems allow the user to select a destination and
provide detailed instructions on where to turn. These systems are developed by a number
of commercial providers (e.g. Google, Nokia, Garmin, etc.) and are well established.
Generally, these routing systems let the user choose several options on how to calculate
the route, e.g. the shortest or the fastest, avoid toll roads or avoid highways. These options
are based on the attributes of the underlying geographical dataset. Additionally, current
navigation systems include ‘near-real-time’ information to be considered in the routing
options, for example, traffic information or roadblocks due to an accident or construction
site. This information is used to dynamically recalculate the route and provide the user
with a ‘better’, generally meaning a faster route alternative. Recent attempts in the field of
electric-powered cars offer the route using as little power as possible to extend the range
of the vehicle.

Automated positioning functionalities in car navigation systems and smartphones
enable the user to locate themselves constantly. Once location information is derived, it
needs to be processed in several ways, including its transformation into the format of
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another spatial reference system, its correlation with other location information or geo-
graphic content, the generation of maps, or the calculation of navigation instructions
(Küpper 2005). Therefore, navigation and way-finding are prominent research areas of
location-based services (LBSs). Krisp and Meng (2013) point out that LBSs have been
undergoing a breathtaking development during the recent decade. A large number of
theoretical and empirical findings of LBSs have already been accumulated in books on
‘Location-Based Services and TeleCartography’ (Gartner et al. 2007), ‘Location-Based
Services and TeleCartography II’ (Gartner and Rehrl 2009), and ‘Progress in Location-
Based Services’ (Gartner and Ortag 2011, Krisp 2013). LBS are investigated from
different perspectives that include mobile positioning and tracking technologies, data
capturing and computing devices, integrated software engineering, user studies for various
applications.

Progress in LBSs includes innovative concepts on car routing and navigation. Early
research by Mark et al. (1987) states that

the development of search algorithms to find routes meeting different travel objectives is
worth pursuing. Minimizing distance travelled is one objective. Others include the ease of
describing or following a route, maximizing aesthetic quality of a journey (perhaps subject to
a time constraint) and minimizing travel time. […]

Algorithms permitting explicit trade-offs among these (or other) objectives would greatly
enhance the utility of Vehicle Navigation Appliance (VNA), a term introduced by Vehicle
Navigation Appliances (1985). More importantly, developing these algorithms would
increase our understanding of how people think about and plan travel.

Shirabe (2005) investigated the theoretical basis for network data structures and Curtin
(2007) reviewed several major types of network data structures as they have been
implemented in several GI-systems.

With an increase of available dynamic data streams (weather, traffic, etc.) and growing
computing functionalities on mobile devices, the parameters for routing functionalities
need to be extended. Therefore, we aim on more personalized routing included in car
navigation systems that have functionalities depending on the users’ interests and abilities.
As Huang et al. (2014) state, ‘in order to offer services that more adequately support and
suit users preferences, their affective responses to environments should be considered
when computing a route on road networks’. A number of different parameters that could
be considered may provide the user with the shortest, fastest, safest, most beautiful, least
fuel/energy consumption, male/female (Häusler et al. 2010), easiest (to drive) (Krisp et al.
2014) or ‘most difficult’ (to drive) route. Additionally, the ‘most difficult to drive route’
might be useful for training purposes, for example, in driving schools.

Duckham and Kulik (2003) investigated ‘the simplest route’ in terms of how easy it is
to explain, understand, memorize, or execute the navigation instructions for the route.
Simple routes are based on cognitive complexity, for example how difficult is it to take
the right decision at a particular crossing. This may imply an algorithm with the simplest
instructions for routing that allows a faster path description (Mark 1986, Richter and
Duckham 2008). Path description is, in most cases, connected with path selection and the
route preference of humans (Golledge 1995).

Most automated navigation systems rely on computing the solution for the shortest
path problem (Richter et al. 2004), and not the problem of finding the ‘simplest’ path.
Technically, this way of computing a personalized route can assist users to drive a perhaps
more ‘reasonable’ or more ‘natural’ route. Other approaches follow the minimize turns
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based on the connectivity of roads (Jiang and Liu 2011, Winter 2002) or make use of
avoiding ‘confusing’ intersections (Haque et al. 2007). Ludwig et al. (2009) propose
personalized routes for pedestrians using the public transport and the connection with
event recommendation.

The indication of measuring connectivity relates to ‘space syntax’ (Hillier 1999, Ratti
2005). Its main idea consists of a computational language for describing spatial patterns in
urban environments using relationships between spaces or their interactions with the
society (Hillier and Hanson 1984, Jiang and Claramunt 2002). These spaces are repre-
sented by straight lines (axial lines) and topological graphs showing their intersections
(Jiang and Liu 2010) with the aim of creating distance indices for accessibility approx-
imation (Batty and Rana 2002, 2004).

Patel et al. (2006) use specific landmarks within an area for defining personalized
routes and Duckham et al. (2010) investigate algorithms for generating routing instruc-
tions that include references to landmarks, which can be referred to as cues (Caduff and
Timpf 2005). The use of personal landmarks enables routing services to generate perso-
nalized driving instructions. The main advantage of these personalized propositions is the
reduction of turning instructions (steps) within one route, which makes the personalized
route simpler. Rogers et al. (1997) propose personalization of routing as an application
from the field of machine learning, which is built on a knowledge base from training data.
They suggest a system that dynamically learns a driver’s familiar route and incorporates
this ‘knowledge’ into route planning, route description, and destination prediction. This
would require a reasonably comprehensive base of routes from a driver. The data are
meant to be the driver’s familiar routes, which are used for the derivation of personalized
route planning. These personalized routes might also include preferences for a route that is
‘easy to drive’ and avoids complicated crossings.

Problem statement and aim – what is an ‘easy to drive’ route?

Car navigation systems provide drivers with very limited options to choose from when
calculating the route. This route should meet their specific preferences. In some cases,
the fastest or shortest route may not be the route of choice. Wu et al. (2013)
investigated the unfamiliarity of drivers with the road environment, including unfami-
liar street signs and map language. Situations where the inexperienced driver has to
depend on the navigation device and reach a destination in unfamiliar territory may be
uncomfortable.

What are the traffic situations that could be avoided for inexperienced drivers and/or
driving beginners? In other words, what is an ‘easy to drive’ route? To determine the
uncomfortable situations, a survey had been conducted (Bärschmann 2011). Twenty-one
driving situations have been described in short statements. Participants of the survey
evaluated their agreement with these statements on a scale from 1 (I agree) to 6 (I do not
agree). Eighty questionnaires had been distributed among potential driving beginners at
selected driving schools in the Munich city area. Forty have been filled and returned for
this survey. Table 1 summarizes the significant findings of this short survey, which include
the statements that are ranked as most problematic when learning to drive.

From this survey, even though it can only give indications, we can derive preferences
of inexperienced drivers. Table 1 includes statement ‘Complicated crossings are no
problem for me’. A majority of survey participants did not agree to this statement.
Therefore, ‘fears’ include driving into ‘complicated crossings’ among other preferences,
like avoiding left turns without a traffic light.

International Journal of Geographical Information Science 3
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Our aim is to provide routing options that avoid complicated crossings. Therefore, we
need to automatically identify and extract complicated crossings from a geographical
dataset and mark them as difficulties for inexperienced drivers. These crossings are used
as obstacles that can be avoided when calculating a route.

Conceptually, a crossing is complicated for a driver, because many (multilane) streets
meet, there might be a tram going through that crossing, bikes riding on the same street,
and pedestrians may cross the street. Many of these features (tram, bike lanes, and roads)
have nodes on a particular crossing. Therefore, from a technical point of view, we define a
crossing therefore in our case we define a ‘complicated crossing’ as a crossing with a
certain number of nodes that exceeds a defined threshold.

Road data – OpenStreetMap (OSM) data as a basis for routing

We use OpenStreetMap (OSM) data as a base road network for routing. ‘OSM is a
knowledge collective that creates Open Geodata as its main objective’ (Haklay and
Weber 2008). As OSM encourages a broad community (in the year 2014, there were
about 25,000 active contributors a month out of about 1.7 million registered users1) to
contribute to its development, wide regions are covered. OSM has been introduced to
different research areas and developments like routing. OSM data need to be prepared, as
its original design is not routable (Neis et al. 2012). A critical point is the completeness of
downloaded OSM data, as certain providers reduce the amount of data or interpret content
differently. Consequently, only unlimited access to unmodified OSM data, including all
relevant attribute information such as directions, turns, and barriers, is a basis for proper
routing.

A routable network needs topologically correct data when converted into edges and
nodes. Neis et al. (2012) examined the topological correctness of OSM data and states
‘such errors […] have decreased over the years and […] remain high only for routes of
cyclists or pedestrians’. Figure 1 shows the study area, the city of Munich, and the
selected road extracts (major roads, local roads) and other network lines (bike roads,
trams) from the OSM.

To determine a complicated crossing, we have included a number of selected road
types to include nodes of the vehicle infrastructure, plus cycle, tram, or pedestrian ways.

Table 1. Summary of a survey conducted regarding fears of driving beginners, investigated by
Bärschmann (2011).

Situation (description in short)

Indication of answers Sum Avg. Dev.

1
(I agree) 2 3 4 5

6 (I do
not agree) ∑ Ø σ

Statement – ‘Driving on the highway
is no problem for me’

12 8 10 4 1 0 35 2,3 1,13

Statement – ‘Left turns without a
traffic light is not problem for me’

4 7 8 6 6 6 37 3,6 1,6

Statement – ‘Complicated
crossings are no problem for me’

2 6 8 9 11 2 38 3,7 1,32

…

Note: Bold indicates the statement used in the further investigations.
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From a computational standpoint, roads should topologically connect to represent a
crossing. In our case, we are searching for a ‘complicated crossing’, and our assumption
is that in a ‘complicated crossing’, large number of nodes are in close proximity to each
other. That includes, for example, bike lanes and trams that intersect with a road network,
but are not part of the road network used for routing. In this method, a simple cluster of
nodes within a specific crossing gives an indication of its ‘complexity’ and based on that
it can be defined as a ‘complicated crossing’. In other words, complicated crossings can
appear within the locations where different road types are connected to each other.

Computing a complicated crossing using node density

Nodes are the basis to determine a complicated crossing. We suggest that a high number
of nodes form hotspots within the investigation area. A high density of nodes appears in
intersecting roads, normally in the locations of crossing. Particular crossings will include a
higher amount of extracted points.

The nodes of selected road extracts (or road type values) are used to compute a node
density layer. Based on these densities, we generate polygons which are used as obstacles
in the further route calculations. The workflow is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Study area Munich showing extracted nodes of the road network, bike roads, trams, and
walkways (source OpenStreetMap).

Figure 2. Workflow showing the process from extracting OSM nodes and generating obstacle
polygons.

International Journal of Geographical Information Science 5
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To detect hotspots of node density, we apply a kernel density estimation method.
Kernel density estimation (Silverman 1986, Bailey and Gatrell 1995) is an efficient way to
detect hotspots or clusters within point data. The choice of the search radius (or band-
width) affects the kernel density estimation strongly. Krisp et al. (2009) suggest a visual
determination of the kernel bandwidth. When the kernel density estimation is carried out
with a small bandwidth, the estimation interacts with individual events. For this reason we
experiment with different bandwidths to visually find an appropriate setting.

The search radius for this kernel density estimation is set to 60 m, which is the
estimated average diameter of a roundabout in Munich, and there is a notable amount of
roundabouts in included in the road network. The kernel density estimation for the data of
the investigation area of Munich was selected with cell size of 5 m. This means that the
calculated density has an accuracy of about 5 m. Areas of high density are the basis for
deriving obstacle polygons.

Identified complicated crossings within the study area

The kernel density estimation calculates values for each cell of the density layer. We
selected a threshold of 0.006 points per m2 after investigating different point density
thresholds. We checked the complicated crossings on site or via Google StreetView. The
threshold reflects our estimated boundary between a ‘still simple’ and an ‘already
complicated’ crossing. The following commented workflow and pseudo code, shown in
Figure 3, documents the process of a selection by threshold and obstacle generation.

With the extraction of polygons using a threshold for the estimated density values, the
number of classified crossings within the investigation area of Munich can be estimated
by 133 generated obstacles. The obstacle polygons in the Munich city center area are
plotted in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Pseudo code – 1 workflow and pseudo code selection by threshold and obstacle
generation.

6 J.M. Krisp and A. Keler
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To what extent are these identified polygons (based on the node density) ‘complicated
crossings’? Obstacle polygons can be examined in more detail by site visits or by linked
views, for example, using Google StreetView. Three obstacle polygons are selected based
on the amount of nodes and are examined further. Figure 5 shows a view of three selected

Figure 4. Overview of the obstacle polygons in the Munich city center area.

Figure 5. Selected obstacle polygons on the road network (1. to 3.), StreetView picture of the
obstacle location (StreetView) and the list with the amount of nodes counted in the crossing area
(description of the crossing).

International Journal of Geographical Information Science 7
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obstacle polygons (complicated crossings) in the road network. It is linked in the table
with a photograph from the driver’s perspective acquired from Google StreetView.2

The StreetView picture shows the traffic situation from the drivers’ perspective and
the description of the crossing with properties of the generated obstacle polygon. The last
column describes the specification of the amount of extracted road network nodes and the
used density estimation for creating the certain obstacle polygon. As an example, the most
complicated crossing within the study area is the ‘Lenbachplatz’ in Munich with 97 road
nodes. As shown in the StreetView pictures, as well as on-site investigations, this crossing
is ‘complicated to drive’.

Routing algorithm – how can we compute a route avoiding complicated crossings
within the road network?

As we have identified a number of ‘complicated crossing’ obstacles, the aim is to avoid
these obstacles in the suggested routing functionality. Routing can be described as a
search for the best path in a network. Different types of networks can be defined with
regard to their purpose, such as street networks serving as mode of transport for motor
vehicles, pipeline networks transporting fluent materials, or cable networks carrying
digital information or electrical current. Finding the best path on a network generally is
managed by defining the path with lowest costs, depending on regarded criteria. Several
criteria influence path search. The most commonly used are distance and travel time
measures, but there are also combined measures such as situation and capacity of a path
(Halaoui 2010).

Most commonly known and used for routing is the Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra
1959). This algorithm includes the search for ‘the shortest path between two nodes in
graph […], each having a non-negative weight’ (De Berg et al. 2008). It ‘maintains an
array of tentative distances D[u] ≥ d(s, u) for each node’ (Delling 2009), and by visiting
the neighboring nodes via the edges connecting the initial node, their distance is saved.
Based on Dijkstra’s algorithm and its general principals of computing positive weighted,
shortest graphs only, A* algorithm takes a general direction of the target node via
Euclidean distance into consideration. The edge weight is modified reducing the dis-
tance to the target, still searching for the shortest path (Delling 2009), though limiting
data and time selecting the best paths with regard to certain criteria. For routing on our
network, Dijkstra’s algorithm serves our purpose, as we only use positive weighted
graphs.

Results – alternative routing through the study area

The routing function is applied to a test route with a starting point at the Theresienwiese
and an end point at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (LMU), both located within the
Munich city area. The selected routes in Figures 6 and 7 connect these well-known places.
Starting from Theresienwiese, which is the location where the world-famous Oktoberfest
takes place each year, the routing is provided to the university LMU, which is one of the
universities in Munich.

Figure 6 shows the ‘classic’ shortest path or ‘standard route’, which is calculated by
the Dijkstra’s algorithm. We regard this as the ‘standard route’, which online or onboard
routing system will suggest to the user. The shortest possible route is shown here with the
use of the inner ring road. This standard route crosses three complicated crossings,
including the ‘Lenbachplatz’.
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Figure 7 shows a route in which obstacle polygons are avoided in the route calcula-
tion. In this route, we use the complicated crossings as fixed obstacle polygons. These
obstacle polygons cannot be crossed. An alternative would be to assign weights to the
obstacle (e.g. based on the number of nodes) and allow routes through these crossings,
based on these weights. Standard routing algorithms search for the shortest (or the fastest)
route. In comparison, this route is longer and slower than the standard route. Therefore,
apparently current routing systems will not compute this ‘route avoiding complicated
crossings’ for these particular start and end points. The selected differences are summar-
ized in Table 2.

We have computed, respectively, 10 ‘random’ routes crossing the city of Munich.
Each route has individual start and end points. We computed the shortest path for the start
and end points and, using the same start and end points, we computed the route ‘avoiding

Figure 6. Example for a standard route using the Dijkstra functions between Theresienwiese (1)
and LMU (2).

Figure 7. Example for a route avoiding complicated crossings set as obstacles between
Theresienwiese (1) and LMU (2).

International Journal of Geographical Information Science 9
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complicated crossings’. Comparison these routes shows that, on average, the ‘avoiding
complicated crossings’ route is 16.86% longer than the shortest route. They have, on
average, 11 more turns – four more left turns and seven more right turns.

Discussion and conclusions

Within this research, we show a possibility of avoiding complicated crossings, defined as
obstacles, which are based on the number of nodes within one crossing. Results show that
it is possible to determine and avoid these crossings within a route computation. The
methodology has shortcomings as it involves ‘false positives’, for example, intersections
that kernel density estimation detects as complex, but they really are not complex (or the
clusters are not even intersections). As our method is based on node density to detect
complex crossings, each crossing has an individual amount of nodes (e.g. 97 nodes in case
of the Lenbachplatz); therefore, we can set a threshold. In the case of computing an ‘easy
to drive’ route, this point is less crucial, as, for example, the driving beginners would like
to avoid complicated crossings. If a crossing is less (or not at all) complicated, we still
may avoid it by this automated classification method. From an application point of view, it
does not do any harm and still satisfies the user.

Currently, we have investigated selected start and end points in the area of
Munich. To have a proof of concept, a comprehensive user test needs to be conducted.
Is the route avoiding complicated crossings in every case easier to drive than the
standard route? People who feel uncomfortable to drive are also not very inclined to
turn into side streets, just with the purpose of avoiding complicated crossings. This
might confuse them even more. Therefore, more personalized preferences are needed
of a comprehensive system, which might suggest an ‘easy to drive’ route. Difficulties
occur as the definitions for a ‘personalized route’ are not clear. For some users, the
shortest path may be the optimal most ‘natural’ route, other users may prefer a
different route. Technically, this way of computing an easy route can assist us to
find a different, perhaps more ‘reasonable’ or more ‘natural’ route around defined
obstacles in a test study area.

Table 2. Comparison of parameters for a ‘standard route’ (shortest path) and a ‘route
avoiding complicated crossings’ shown in Figure 6.

Parameters for routes
Standard
route

Route avoiding complicated
crossings as obstacles

Length 5.14 [km] 6.19 [km]
Time to drive 11 [minutes] 14 [minutes]
Number of turns 7 10
Number of right turns 4 6
Number of left turns 3 4
Number of crossings 19 21
Number of avoided
‘complicated crossings’

0 3

10 J.M. Krisp and A. Keler
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Future work

This is the first step in the development of a more comprehensive system that suggests
users an ‘easy to drive’ route. Other personalized parameters need to be considered before
such a system will give improved routing results. Additionally, the routing calculation
needs to consider additional features (crossing tram lane, bike lane) which are stored in
distributed databases. Dynamic data, such as weather and traffic density, need to be
considered. Wang and Zlatanova (2012) suggest that an extension for routing with
obstacle polygons might be a time-dependent movement of the obstacles, which may
allow different routing solutions for the same start and end points but different time
of day.

Theoretically, the concept of a ‘complicated crossing’ stretches on a fuzzy continuum
ranging from an ‘easy to drive’ route to a ‘difficult to drive route’. The concept of an ‘easy
to drive’ route can be extended, for example, by including ‘avoiding left turns without a
traffic light’.

One additional field of application can be the use of a personalized routing system in
driving schools. Since certain driving instructors are familiar with the local transport
infrastructure, they can evaluate certain obstacles and change their calculated weighing to
more realistic values. The routing database needs to include a reasonably complete
number of obstacles, which makes it more complex to provide a realistic and correct
route, including dynamic objects. Additionally, Ward and Hirst (1997) state that some-
times drivers can be distracted by a secondary task (e.g. interacting with in-vehicle
information technology system such as GPS, cell phone).

A prominent research area for this kind of personalized routing services is privacy
protection. That may include anonymous locations, routes, and privacy policies. User
behaviors’ for reducing group pressure for revealing the routing preference of the device
need to be investigated.

Disclosure statement
No potential conflict of interest was reported by the author(s).
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